H.B. 411 Frequently Asked Questions
1. Who will be affected by this program if Millcreek decides to participate?
a. All Rocky Mountain Customers with Millcreek’s city limits who do not opt out of participation.
Rocky Mountain Power customers who have solar panels and are on Rocky Mountain Power’s
Schedule 135 (those who signed an interconnection agreement before November 15, 2017) are
not eligible to participate.
2. What qualifies as Renewable Energy under H.B. 411?
a. Solar, wind, geothermal, hydroelectric, energy efficiency, and certain sustainable technologies
(including storage).
3. What is the process? Especially with the Public Service Commission?
a. City adopts a resolution by December 31, 2019 that commits to attain a net100% renewable
electricity goal by 2030
b. Public Service Commission adopts Administrative Rules (process is currently underway)
c. Cities who have adopted resolutions collectively enter into an agreement with Rocky
Mountain Power
d. Cities apply through Rocky Mountain Power to Public Service Commission for approval of the
program and a plan to solicit the renewable resources. All cities that have passed a resolution
and joined the application to the PSC will be responsible for the costs of the regulatory review
and consulting fees, even if a city decides not to participate in the final program.
e. Public Service Commission approves application
f. Within 90 days of Public Service Commission approval, each City adopts an ordinance to
formally establish participation in the renewable energy program
g. Noticing period occurs for all eligible participants within city boundaries
i. Customers will receive two notices within a 60-day period (separate from their electric
bills) containing information on the program, estimated costs, and information on how
to opt out.
ii. After the 60-day period is complete, if a customer does not take action to opt out,
they become a participant of the program and will begin to be billed at program rates.
iii. Customer has three billing cycles under the new program rates to opt out without
having to pay an exit fee.
4. What is the procedure to opt out? Opt-in?
a. Customers/residents will receive instructions in their notices on how to opt-out. If a
customer does not opt out within 60 days, they will be automatically enrolled in the program.
b. If a customer opts out, they may be able to opt back in to the program.
5. What fees will be associated with the program?
a. A participating customer will pay the program rates, which have yet to be determined.
Program rates may include the costs associated with:
i.
Enhanced-energy efficiency program or renewable energy resource(s) that are
built to meet the program goal of net-100% renewable by 2030.
ii.
Costs associated with replaced assets (which will be defined later in the process
but may include coal plants).
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iii.

Cost of noticing requirements (after the initial noticing 60 days before the
program begins)

iv.
Administration costs
6. Will customers have the ability to opt out once they have opted in?
a. If a participating customer decides to leave the program after both the 60 day opt out
and three billing cycles, they will pay an exit fee to leave the program. Once they leave
and pay the exit fee, they will return to standard rates.
7. Will new homeowners who move in to our city have an option to opt out?
a. New residents/customers will be automatically be enrolled in the program, but they
will have a 60-day opportunity to opt-out with no exit fees. See response to question no.
4 above.
8. What is net metering?
a. Net metering is used on homes where solar panels are installed. This special meter
measures the amount of electricity used in the home along with the amount of
electricity produced by the solar panels. If you produce more energy than you consume,
you receive credit on your bill. Customers with solar panels on their home that received
an interconnection agreement before November 15, 2017 are on Rocky Mountain
Power’s Schedule 135, which is net metering. Customers with solar panels who received
an interconnection agreement on or after November 15, 2017 are on Schedule 136,
which is similar to net metering. Information about your rate schedule is available on
your monthly utility bill.
9. Where does Rocky Mountain Power plan to use the revenue they receive for this program?
Will RMP invest in renewables?
a. The revenue from program participants will be separately tracked by Rocky Mountain
Power and used to pay for the renewable resource and other program costs (see list
above). Rocky Mountain Power will make annual filings to the Public Service
Commission to present this information for review by regulating agencies.
10. What is the timeline?
a. If the city moves ahead with plans to adopt this program, the passage of a city
resolution is required by December 31, 2019. The Public Service Commission is expected
to approve rules for the program by the end of 2019 or in early 2020. The cities and
Rocky Mountain Power can choose when they would like to file an application to initiate
the program, likely in 2020. The exact timeline for additional steps in this process,
including when Rocky Mountain Power will begin procuring renewable energy for the
cities, is not defined.
11. What percentage of electricity customers in our city are subscribers in a current Rocky
Mountain Power program such as Blue Sky, Net Metering, or Subscriber Solar?
a. Currently about 3%
12. What other cities or counties are in this process?
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a. Park City, Salt Lake City, Summit County, Moab, Holladay, and Cottonwood Heights.
There are also a few other communities in discussions with Rocky Mountain Power
about this program
13. Differences between Blue Sky Program and House Bill 411?
a. Blue Sky is an optional program where customers can purchase 100-kWh blocks of
renewable energy for $1.95 per block per month to offset their usage. The customer can
cancel at any time with no charge. The funds are used to purchase renewable energy
credits (RECs), which are certificates that correspond to the environmental attributes of
energy produced from renewable resources. These can be purchased as "bundled” –
meaning the actual energy output is purchased with the REC, or “unbundled” – meaning
just the REC can be purchased without the energy. Blue Sky RECs are unbundled, and do
not include the purchase of electricity. Excess funds from the program also are used to
provide grants to local nonprofits for installation of solar panels. H.B. 411 is different
because an actual, utility-scale resource will be built to achieve the net-100% renewable
goal of the program.
14. Have any other cities adopted a resolution according to H.B. 411?
a. Yes, Holladay. The other cities mentioned above adopted their resolutions before
H.B.411
15. What happens if Millcreek doesn’t adopt a resolution?
a. Millcreek will not be eligible to participate in the community renewable program.
However, Millcreek is concerned about the environment and the adoption of this
resolution would show a good faith effort toward sustainability and preserve Millcreek’s
ability to participate in the program if it chooses to do so. Additionally, Millcreek may
choose not to participate due to other reasons, such as not agreeing with the bill as
written or how it is implemented.
16. How much will the regulatory review and consulting fees cost?
a. Millcreek will work with Rocky Mountain Power, the regulating agencies, and the
other participating communities to identify reasonable cost for these fees that all
participating communities will collectively be responsible for.
17. Has the Public Service Commission adopted the Administrative Rules?
a. No, the rules are being developed currently and will likely be approved by the end of
2019, or the beginning of 2020.
18. Does Rocky Mountain Power have enough renewable energy sources to supply the net100% renewable goal of the program? If not, is Rocky Mountain Power building enough
renewable energy sources to supply all who want to be net-100% renewable by 2030?
a. Currently, it is unknown whether H.B. 411 will meet net-100% renewable goal by
2030.
To meet the net-100% renewable goal of the program, Rocky Mountain Power and the
participating communities will issue a request-for-proposals to solicit competitive bids
from renewable energy developers. Rocky Mountain Power will purchase and
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interconnect to their system the output of the renewable resource(s) built on behalf of
the participating customers. Rocky Mountain Power is participating in the H.B.411
process and will add renewable resource(s) to their portfolio according to the energy
needs of those who will choose to participate in this program. If Rocky Mountain Power
is unable to supply 100% of its customers renewable energy needs, RMP will be able to
purchase RECs (Renewable Energy Credits). These credits are purchased from other
providers of renewable energy across the country.
19. Can a resident get renewable energy through any other means?
a. You can install solar panels on your home
20. How does Rocky Mountain Power’s Subscriber Solar program work?
a. Those who can participate in this program are buying renewable energy from a
specific resource that was built to serve the participants. The Subscriber Solar program
is currently fully subscribed.
21. What tax incentives do I have for installing solar panels on my house?
a. There are state and Federal tax credits for installing solar on your home. The Federal
tax credit is 30% of the cost of the solar panels through 2019 and then steps down each
year until it expires at the end of 2021. The State tax credit is $1,600 until 2021 when it
begins to step down and expires at the end of 2023. Private contractors/installers of
solar panels can provide additional information on this question
22. If Millcreek adopts this resolution, will my power bill increase?
a. It is likely, but not certain, that power bills will increase for customers who stay in the
program. H.B. 411 requires that program costs be isolated to participating customers
(and not shared with non-participating customers), so program customers will have to
pay for potential upgrades to the electricity grid to accommodate new renewable
energy resources. However, new renewable energy resources tend to be the least
expensive energy available, which may result in cost savings over time. Estimated
customer rates for the program will be included in the application filed before the Public
Service Commission, and participating communities may choose to leave the program at
that point by choosing not to pass an ordinance.
23. Is H.B. 411 the only option residents have for renewable energy?
a. As mentioned above, you may be able to participate in other Rocky Mountain Power
programs, or install solar panels on your home
24. How does the city’s decision affect me if I already have solar panels?
a. If you have solar panels and are on Rocky Mountain Power’s Schedule 135 (if you
received an interconnection agreement before November 15, 2017), you are exempt
from the H.B.411 program. If you have solar panels and are on Rocky Mountain Power’s
Schedule 136 (if you received an interconnection agreement on or after November
2017), you are eligible to participate. Your power bill has information about your rate
schedule.
25. What does net-100% renewable energy mean?
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a. Net-100% means that over the course of a year, enough renewable energy is
produced to supply all the energy consumers’ needs. Therefore, since solar energy is
produced during the daylight hours and wind energy is produced only when there is
wind, RMP will always have a need to supplement their energy production, especially at
night or through the winter, with current power generating resource that are not
considered renewable such as coal fired plants, hydro plants, etc. This means that the
new renewable energy generation resources will be integrated into the broader regional
electric grid and power provided to the Millcreek community will not always be directly
related to renewable projects. The goal is to catalyze construction of enough new
renewable energy resources to meet all net annual community electricity needs on a
yearly basis. At some point in the future, when storage capacities such as batteries or
other means are more feasible, the ability to produce, store, and supply 100%
renewable energy will be realized.
26. What will this mean for our air quality?
a. This program alone will not mitigate our poor air quality issues.
Helpful Links:
PacifiCorp (parent company of Rocky Mountain Power) Newsroom
https://www.pacificorp.com/about/newsroom/news-releases/2019-draft-irp-increased-renewablesphased-coal-transition.html
House Bill 411
https://le.utah.gov/~2019/bills/static/HB0411.html
Public Service Commission rulemaking process for Community Renewable Energy Act
https://psc.utah.gov/2019/04/03/docket-no-19-r314-01/
Community Renewable Energy Act from Utah Clean Energy
https://utahcleanenergy.org/issues/policy/item/362-community-renewable-energy-act
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MILLCREEK, UTAH
RESOLUTION NO. 19-XX
A RESOLUTION EXPRESSING MILLCREEK’S INTENT TO STUDY AND
CONSIDER PARTICIPATION IN THE COMMUNITY RENEWABLE ENERGY
ACT OF THE STATE OF UTAH
WHEREAS, the Millcreek Council ("Council'') met in regular meeting on November ,
2019, to consider, among other things, approving a resolution expressing Millcreek’s intent to study
and consider participation in the Community Renewable Energy Act of the State of Utah; and
WHEREAS, during the 2019 Regular Legislative Session, the State Legislature
adopted House Bill 411, codifying the Community Renewable Energy Act, which act
provides for the opportunity for cities to commit to the development of renewable energy
sources and the utilization of renewable energy sources; and
WHEREAS, the Council hereby finds and declares that the adoption of renewable
energy technologies and the utilization of renewable energy sources is in the public interest and
will benefit the public welfare; and
WHEREAS, the Council desires to take the initial steps to make the Community
Renewable Energy Program available to its residents.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Council as follows:
Section 1. Statement of Goal. Millcreek hereby states a goal of achieving an amount
equivalent to 100% of the annual electric energy supply for participating customers from
renewable energy resources by 2030. This goal is stated in accordance with the provisions of the
Community Renewable Energy Act codified at Utah Code Ann. § 54-17-903, and is intended to
express the City Council’s decision to participate in the study and review of the costs and other
requirements related to the development of renewable energy sources for Millcreek and for use
by participating customers within the city limits of Millcreek.
Section 2. Direction to City Staff. City Staff is hereby directed to take all actions which
are necessary and in support of this Resolution and to provide to the City Council all available
information to support a determination by the Council on full participation in the Community
Renewable Energy Act.
Section 3. Severability. If any section, part or provision of this Resolution is held invalid
or unenforceable, such invalidity or unenforceability shall not affect any other portion of this
Resolution, and all sections, parts and provisions of this Resolution shall be severable.
Section 4. Effective Date. This Resolution shall become effective immediately upon its
approval by the City Council.
PASSED AND APPROVED this

day of November 2019.

MILLCREEK COUNCIL

By:
Jeff Silvestrini, Mayor

ATTEST:

Elyse Greiner, City Recorder
Roll Call Vote:
Silvestrini
Marchant
Jackson
Catten
Uipi

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

Sarah Inwood
Millcreek Homeowner
Former Project Manager at EPRI
sinwood@gmail.com



Applied Energy Services (AES)




The NorthBridge Group




Economic and strategic consulting firm serving
electric and natural gas industries.

Stanford University




Independent Power Producer

Fellowship in Energy Resources Engineering, M.S.

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)


Nonprofit international organization; conducts R&D
related to generation, delivery and use of electricity.








Drivers of capital and variable costs of generation
technologies
Integrating variable renewable generation




Power Markets
Power Systems (grid operations)
Cycling of Fossil Generation



Energy Efficiency, Demand Response, Time-of-Use



Intersection with technology and human behavior



Including: calculating stranded costs

Demand Side Management
Climate Change policy
Rate Design

1.
2.
3.

Key misconceptions about HB 411
HB 411 compared to other cities’ plans
Recommendations and Next Steps

1.

Will address the inversion

1.
2.

Will address the inversion
Bulk Energy Storage Technologies exist and
are affordable and scalable

2.5% of annual electricity consumed in the U.S.

Pumped Storage
Hydro
(PSH)

Li-Ion Batteries
(LIB)

1.
2.

3.

Will address the inversion
Bulk Energy Storage Technologies exist and
are affordable and scalable
Solar and Wind PV are cheap; will soon be
cheaper than natural gas generating assets

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Highly capital intensive: $Trillions infrastructure
Reliable, Resilient, Affordable
 End-users want power on-demand
Environmentally Responsible
Laws of Physics
 Frequency: 60.0 Hz (threshold: 59.7 - 60.02 Hz)
 Power Generation = Load
Heavily regulated
 Federal: FERC, NERC, EPA
 State: utility commission



California


Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS)
 60% RE by 2030; 100% Zero Carbon Energy* by 2045




Portland, OR





2019: 31% RE
RPS: 50% by 2040; 100% by 2050
2019: 7% RE

Burlington, VT


2019: 100% Zero Carbon Energy*
 36% Wood
 36% Hydro
 28% Wind

*Zero Carbon Energy (ZCE): Includes Nuclear and Large Hydro generating assets

http://www.caiso.com/informed/Pages/ManagingOversupply.aspx

1.
2.

Will address the inversion
Bulk Energy Storage Technologies exist and are
affordable and scalable


3.

Solar and Wind PV are cheap


4.

Lithium Ion Batteries (LIB): mobile applications
Integration costs are high and not always knowable

Building out Solar and Wind in the United States
is the best way to combat climate change
U.S.: energy efficiency; transportation sector; diet
 Work with developing countries to build less coal-fired
generation
https://ww.carbonbrief.org/mapped

worlds-coal-power-plants

Burlington, VT: Burlington Electric Department
Portland, OR: Portland General Electric
San Francisco: CleanPower SF
Berkeley/Oakland: East Bay Community Energy

Also: Silicon Valley (CA), Marin County (CA), Boston (MA),
San Diego (CA), Boulder (CO)

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

RMP/PSC select consultant; no reviewing
consultant
Opt out period: 60 days, two notices
Penalty to opt out after opt out period: TBD by
RMP/PSC
Rate Making Process: Increased annually by
RMP/PSC ; no city involvement
After launch: no defined role for the cities to
participate

*RMP/PSC: Rocky Mountain Power/ Public Service Commission of UT

%

Goal: 100% RE
Municipal Utility

* San Francisco

Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS)

44% RE 2024; 52% by 2027;
60% RE by 2030;
100% ZCE by 2045




Community Choice Aggregation (CCA): 2016
Goal: 100% RE by 2030




Previously: by 2020; updated in 2014

Three service options:

Generation Rate

8.393

9.393

9.850

PG&E Delivery Rate

13.004

13.004

13.004

Stranded Asset Rate

3.404

3.404

0

Total Electricity Rate
(cents/kWh)

24.7974

25.7974

22.854

https://ebce.org/residents/

City

Consultant
selection

Goal

Service
Offerings

Current RE
& ZCE %

Opt out
penalty

HB 411

RMP/PSC

100% net RE by 2030

No

10%, 14%

Yes

Burlington,
VT

City

100% ZCE

No

100%*

No

Portland, OR

City

100% RE by 2050

Yes

9%, 40%

No

San Francisco

City

Affordable,
100% net RE by 2030

Yes

39%, 85%

No

Berkeley
(EBCE)

City

Affordable

Yes

39%, 85%

No

Marin

City

Affordable

Yes

39%, 85%

No

Silicon Valley

City

Affordable

Yes

39%, 85%

No

San Diego

City

Affordable

Yes

~50%, n/a

-

Boston

City

Affordable,
ZCE by 2050

Yes

14%, 31%

No

RE: Renewable Energy
RMP/PSC: Rocky Mountain Power / Public Service Commission of Utah
ZCE: Zero Carbon Energy
* Includes large hydro

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Cities select consultant/reviewer: rate impact study
 HB 411: RMP/PSC selects
Offer tiered service options
 HB 411: 100% net RE by 2030
No penalty to exit
 HB 411: Penalty to be set and adjusted by RMP/PSC
Reduce price risk; start with:
 Renewable Energy Credits (RECs )
 5-year Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs)
Empower the cities with oversight authority over RMP’s
submissions to PSC
 GOAL: obviate Petitions to Intervene
 HB 411: cities have no formal legal role

Sources
 See slide notes
 Correspondence with former associates at





Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
Advanced Microgrid Solutions (AMS)
The NorthBridge Group
MRW and Associates

Sarah Inwood, sinwood@gmail.com

http://www.caiso.com/TodaysOutlook/Pages/defaul
t.aspx
http://www.caiso.com/informed/Pages/ManagingOversup




Old regimen: Total Capacity (MW)
Emerging regimen: Flexibility Requirements






~2018, California Energy Commission (CEC)
CEC: >75% by Natural Gas
Response times [in three time frames]
Ramp rates
Unknown costs ($$)






GDP: ~5th largest economy in the world
Population: 40 million UT = 3 million
Annual Electricity: 285,000 GWh UT : 30,000 GWh
Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS), 2002





44% by 2024; 60% by 2030
Current: 31% RE
100% Zero Carbon Energy by 2045
UT: optional, 20% by 2025



Conventional Power plants






Scheduled
Revenue: electricity and ancillary services (ramps)
Natural gas and coal: fuel contracts

Solar PV and Wind



Integration: substantial flexible resources ($$)
Generation does not correlate with Load
 Curtailments
 Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) --- $$$

Advantages





Cons




Long Duration (8 to 16 hours)
Long asset life (60-100+ years)
Known technology
Fast ramping capability

Requires specific geology (uncommon)
Long planning horizon (10-25 years)
Environmental impact



Tremendous advances



Improved energy density (kW/kg) Lightweight
More affordable
 But: 90-95% cheaper to backstop wind/solar



Hype outpaces the actual activity and value
proposition




grid support: some frequency control, peak shaving

Ideally suited for non-grid applications


Remote rural electrification
Mobile applications



Vehicle Electrification










Reliable
Durable
Scalable
Affordable [and efficient]
Environmentally sustainable
Nothing in the innovation pipeline has these
attributes  >20 years out
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General Description:

13

This bill enacts the Community Renewable Energy Act in the Public Utilities Code.

14

Highlighted Provisions:
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This bill:

16

< enacts the Community Renewable Energy Act;

17

< defines terms and program requirements under the act;

18

< outlines the role and rulemaking authority of the Utah Public Service Commission

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

in approving a community renewable energy program under the act;
< establishes and clarifies options for customer participation and nonparticipation in
programs under the act;
< provides an initial opt-out period for a participating customer to elect to leave the
community renewable energy program without penalty;
< establishes procedures concerning rates, customer billing, and renewable energy
resource acquisition under the act; and
< makes technical changes.
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None
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32

ENACTS:

33

54-17-901, Utah Code Annotated 1953

34

54-17-902, Utah Code Annotated 1953

35

54-17-903, Utah Code Annotated 1953

36

54-17-904, Utah Code Annotated 1953

37

54-17-905, Utah Code Annotated 1953

38

54-17-906, Utah Code Annotated 1953

39

54-17-907, Utah Code Annotated 1953

40

54-17-908, Utah Code Annotated 1953

41

54-17-909, Utah Code Annotated 1953

42
43
44

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the state of Utah:
Section 1. Section 54-17-901 is enacted to read:

45

Part 9. Community Renewable Energy Act

46

54-17-901. Community Renewable Energy Act.

47

This part is known as the "Community Renewable Energy Act."

48

Section 2. Section 54-17-902 is enacted to read:

49

54-17-902. Definitions.

50

As used in this part:

51

(1) (a) "Auxiliary services" means those services necessary to safely and reliably:

52

(i) interconnect and transmit electric power from any renewable energy resource

53

constructed or acquired for a community renewable energy program; and

54

(ii) integrate and supplement electric power from any renewable energy resource.

55

(b) "Auxiliary services" shall include applicable Federal Energy Regulatory

56

Commission requirements governing transmission and interconnection services.
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57

(2) "Commission" means the Public Service Commission created in Section 54-1-1.

58

(3) "Community renewable energy program" means the program approved by the

59

commission under Section 54-17-904 that allows a qualified utility to provide electric service

60

from one or more renewable energy resources to a participating customer within a participating

61

community.

62

(4) "County" means the unincorporated area of a county.

63

(5) "Division" means the Division of Public Utilities created in Section 54-4a-1.

64

(6) (a) "Initial opt-out period" means the period of time immediately after the

65

community renewable energy program's commencement, as established by the commission by

66

rule made pursuant to Section 54-17-909, during which a participating customer may elect to

67

leave the program without penalty.

68
69

(b) "Initial opt-out period" may not be shorter than three typical billing cycles of the
qualified utility.

70

(7) "Municipality" means a city or a town as defined in Section 10-1-104.

71

(8) "Office" means the Office of Consumer Services created in Section 54-10a-101.

72

(9) "Ongoing costs" means the costs allocated to the state for transmission and

73

distribution facilities, retail services, and generation assets that are not replaced assets.

74

(10) "Participating community" means a municipality or a county:

75

(a) whose residents are served by a qualified utility; and

76

(b) the municipality or county meets the requirements in Section 54-17-903.

77

(11) "Participating customer" means:

78

(a) a customer of a qualified utility located within the boundary of a municipality or

79

county where a community renewable energy program has been approved by the commission;

80

and

81
82

(b) the customer has not exercised the right to not participate in the community
renewable energy program as provided in Section 54-17-905.

83

(12) "Qualified utility" means the same as that term is defined in Section 54-17-801.

84

(13) "Renewable electric energy supply" means incremental renewable energy
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85

resources that are developed to meet the equivalent of the annual electric energy consumption

86

of participating customers within a participating community.

87

(14) "Renewable energy resource" means:

88

(a) electric energy generated by a source that is naturally replenished and includes one

89

or more of the following:

90

(i) wind;

91

(ii) solar photovoltaic or thermal solar technology;

92

(iii) a geothermal resource; or

93

(iv) a hydroelectric plant; or

94

(b) use of an energy efficient and sustainable technology the commission has approved

95

for implementation that:

96

(i) increases efficient energy usage;

97

(ii) is capable of being used for demand response; or

98

(iii) facilitates the use and development of renewable generation resources through

99

electrical grid management or energy storage.

100

(15) "Replaced asset" means an existing thermal energy resource:

101

(a) that was built or acquired, in whole or in part, by a qualified utility to serve the

102
103
104

qualified utility's customers, including customers within a participating community;
(b) that was built or acquired prior to commission approval and the effective date of the
community renewable energy program; and

105

(c) to the extent the asset is no longer used to serve participating customers.

106

Section 3. Section 54-17-903 is enacted to read:

107

54-17-903. Program requirement for a municipality or county.

108

(1) Customers of a qualified utility may be served by the community renewable energy

109

program described in this part if the municipality or county satisfies the requirements of

110

Subsection (2).

111

(2) The municipality or county in which the customer resides shall:

112

(a) adopt a resolution no later than December 31, 2019, that states a goal of achieving
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113

an amount equivalent to 100% of the annual electric energy supply for participating customers

114

from a renewable energy resource by 2030;

115

(b) enter into an agreement with a qualified utility:

116

(i) with the stipulation of payment by the municipality or county to the qualified utility

117

for the costs of:

118

(A) third-party expertise contracted for by the division and the office, for assistance

119

with activities associated with initial approval of the community renewable energy program;

120

and

121
122
123

(B) providing notice to the municipality's or county's customers as provided in Section
54-17-905;
(ii) determining the obligation for the payment of any termination charges under

124

Subsection 54-17-905(3) that are not paid by a participating customer and not included in

125

participating customer rates under Subsections 54-17-904 (2) and (4); and

126

(iii) identifying any initially proposed replaced asset;

127

(c) adopt a local ordinance that:

128

(i) establishes participation in the renewable energy program; and

129

(ii) is consistent with the terms of the agreement entered into with the qualified utility

130

under Subsection (2)(b); and

131

(d) comply with any other terms or conditions required by the commission.

132

(3) The local ordinance required in Subsection (2)(c) shall be adopted by the

133

municipality or county within 90 days after the date of the commission order approving the

134

community renewable energy program.

135

Section 4. Section 54-17-904 is enacted to read:

136

54-17-904. Authority of commission to approve a community renewable energy

137
138

program.
(1) After the commission has adopted administrative rules as required under Section

139

54-17-909, a qualified utility may file an application with the commission for approval of a

140

community renewable energy program.
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141

(2) The application shall include:

142

(a) the names of each municipality and county to be served by the community

143

renewable energy program;

144

(b) a map of the geographic boundaries of each municipality and county;

145

(c) the number of customers served by the qualified utility within those boundaries;

146

(d) projected rates for participating customers that take into account:

147

(i) the estimated number of customers expected to participate in the program;

148

(ii) the quantifiable costs and benefits to the qualified utility and all of the qualified

149

utility's customers in their capacity as ratepayers of the qualified utility, excluding costs or

150

benefits that do not directly affect the qualified utility, including as applicable:

151

(A) replaced assets;

152

(B) auxiliary services; and

153

(C) new renewable energy resources used to serve the community renewable energy

154

program; and

155

(iii) the ongoing costs at the time of the application;

156

(e) the agreement entered into with the qualified utility under Section 54-17-903;

157

(f) a proposed plan established by the participating community addressing low-income

158
159
160

programs and assistance;
(g) a proposed solicitation process for the acquisition of renewable energy resources as
provided in Section 54-17-908; and

161

(h) any other information the commission may require by rule.

162

(3) The commission may approve an application for a community renewable energy

163
164

program if the commission finds:
(a) the application meets all of the requirements in this section and administrative rules

165

adopted by the commission in accordance with Sections 54-17-908 and 54-17-909 to

166

implement this part; and

167

(b) the community renewable energy program is in the public interest.

168

(4) The rates approved by the commission for participating customers:
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(a) shall be based on the factors included in Subsection (2)(d) and any other factor
determined by the commission to be in the public interest;

171

(b) may not result in any shift of costs or benefits to any nonparticipating customer, or

172

any other customer of the qualified utility beyond the participating community boundaries; and

173

(c) shall take into account any quantifiable benefits to the qualified utility, and the

174

qualified utility's customers, including participating customers in their capacity as ratepayers of

175

the qualified utility, excluding costs or benefits that do not directly affect the qualified utility's

176

costs of service.

177
178
179

(5) (a) Each municipality or county included in the application shall be a party to the
regulatory proceeding.
(b) A municipality or county identified in the application shall provide information to

180

all relevant parties in accordance with the commission's rules for discovery, notwithstanding

181

Title 63G, Chapter 2, Government Records Access and Management Act.

182
183

(6) The community renewable energy program may not be implemented until after the
municipality or county adopts the ordinance required in Section 54-17-903.

184

Section 5. Section 54-17-905 is enacted to read:

185

54-17-905. Customer participation -- Election not to participate.

186

(1) (a) After commission approval of a community renewable energy program and

187

adoption of the ordinance by the participating community as required in Section 54-17-903, a

188

qualified utility shall provide notice to each of its customers within the participating

189

community that includes:

190
191

(i) the projected rates and terms of participation in the community renewable energy
program approved by the commission;

192

(ii) an estimated comparison to otherwise applicable existing rates;

193

(iii) an explanation that the customer may elect to not participate in the community

194

renewable energy program by notifying the qualified utility; and

195

(iv) any other information required by the commission.

196

(b) The qualified utility shall provide the notice required under Subsection (1)(a) to
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each customer:
(i) no less than twice within the period of 60 days immediately preceding the date
required to opt out of the community renewable energy program; and

200

(ii) separately from the customer's monthly billing.

201

(c) The qualified utility shall provide the information required under Subsection (1)(a)

202

in person to each customer with an electric load of one megawatt or greater measured at a

203

single meter.

204

(2) (a) An existing customer of the qualified utility may elect to not participate in the

205

community renewable energy program and continue to pay applicable existing rates by giving

206

notice to the qualified utility in the manner and within the time period determined by the

207

commission.

208

(b) After implementation of the community renewable energy program:

209

(i) a customer that previously elected not to participate in the program may become a

210

participating customer as allowed by commission rules and by giving notice to the qualified

211

utility in the manner required by the commission; and

212

(ii) a customer of the qualified utility that begins taking electric service within a

213

participating community after the date of implementation of the community renewable energy

214

program shall:

215

(A) be given notice as determined by the commission; and

216

(B) shall become a participating customer unless the person elects not to participate by

217

giving notice to the qualified utility in the manner and within the time period determined by the

218

commission.

219

(3) (a) A customer that does not opt out of the community renewable energy program

220

under Subsection (2) may later discontinue participation in the community renewable energy

221

program as allowed by the commission as described in Subsection (3)(b) or (c).

222

(b) (i) During the initial opt-out period, a participating customer may elect to leave the

223

program by giving notice to the qualified utility in the manner determined by the commission.

224

(ii) A participating customer that opts out as described in Subsection (3)(b)(i) is not
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subject to a termination charge.

226
227

(c) After the community renewable energy program's initial opt-out period, a
participating customer may elect to leave the program by:

228
229
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(i) giving notice to the qualified utility in the manner determined by the commission;
and

230

(ii) paying a termination charge as determined by the commission that may include the

231

cost of renewable energy resources acquired or constructed for the community renewable

232

energy program that are not being utilized by participating customers as necessary to prevent

233

shifting costs to other customers of the qualified utility.

234

(4) (a) A customer of a qualified utility that is annexed into the boundaries of a

235

participating community after the effective date of the community renewable energy program

236

shall be given notice as provided in Subsection (1) advising the customer of the option to opt

237

out of the program.

238

(b) A participating customer located in a portion of a county that is annexed into a

239

municipality that is not a participating community shall continue to be included in the

240

renewable energy program if the customer remains a customer of the qualified utility.

241
242

(c) If a participating customer is annexed into a municipality that provides electric
service to the municipality's residents:

243

(i) the customer may continue to be served by the qualified utility under the community

244

renewable energy program if the qualified utility enters into an agreement with the municipality

245

under Section 54-3-30; or

246
247

(ii) the municipality shall pay the termination charge for each participating customer
that is no longer served by the qualified utility.

248

(5) A residential customer that is participating in the net metering program under Title

249

54, Chapter 15, Net Metering of Electricity, may not be a participating customer under this

250

part.

251
252

(6) (a) The cost of providing notice under Subsection (1) shall be paid by the
participating communities.
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(b) All other notices required under this section shall be paid for as program costs and
recovered through participating customers' rates.

255

Section 6. Section 54-17-906 is enacted to read:

256

54-17-906. Customer billing.

257

The qualified utility shall:

258

(1) include information on its monthly bills to participating customers identifying the

259

community renewable energy program cost; and

260
261

(2) provide notice to participating customers of any change in rate for participation in
the community renewable energy program.

262

Section 7. Section 54-17-907 is enacted to read:

263

54-17-907. Rate adjustment filing -- Modification of rates for participating

264

customers.

265

(1) (a) The qualified utility may make a rate adjustment filing, not more than annually,

266

with the commission to adjust rates for participating customers to reflect any changes in the

267

quantifiable costs and benefits of the community renewable energy program.

268

(b) The rate adjustment filing may not include any changes to ongoing costs.

269

(2) The commission shall determine the content and filing requirements for the filing

270

by administrative rules as described in Section 54-17-909.

271

(3) The commission shall determine rate changes which shall become effective within

272

90 days after the date of the filing, unless otherwise determined by the commission for good

273

cause.

274

Section 8. Section 54-17-908 is enacted to read:

275

54-17-908. Acquisition of renewable energy resources.

276

(1) In accordance with Title 63G, Chapter 3, Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act, the

277

commission shall make rules outlining a competitive solicitation process for the acquisition of

278

renewable assets acquired by the qualified utility for purposes of this act.

279

(2) The solicitation rules shall include the following provisions:

280

(a) solar photovoltaic or thermal solar energy facilities may be acquired under the
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provisions of Section 54-17-807;
(b) renewable energy resources developed under this part shall be constructed or

283

acquired subject to an option by the qualified utility to own the renewable energy resource so

284

long as including the option in a solicitation is in the interest of participating customers and

285

other customers of the qualified utility; and

286

(c) any other requirement determined by the commission to be in the public interest.

287

(3) Upon completion of a solicitation under this section and the rules adopted by the

288

commission to implement this section, the commission may approve cost recovery for a

289

renewable energy resource for the community renewable energy program if approval of the

290

renewable energy resource:

291

(a) complies with the provisions of this part;

292

(b) does not result in shifting of costs or benefits to other customers of the qualified

293

utility; and

294

(c) is in the public interest.

295

Section 9. Section 54-17-909 is enacted to read:

296

54-17-909. Commission rulemaking authority.

297

In accordance with Title 63G, Chapter 3, Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act, the

298

commission shall adopt rules to implement this part, including:

299

(1) establishing the initial opt-out period;

300

(2) the terms and conditions of the agreement under Section 54-17-903;

301

(3) the content and filing of an application under Section 54-17-904;

302

(4) the notice requirements under Section 54-17-905;

303

(5) the standards for determining when a termination charge is applicable and the

304
305
306

amount and timing of a termination charge under Subsection 54-17-905(3);
(6) the content and filing requirements for the annual filing under Subsection
54-17-907(2);

307

(7) the solicitation requirements under Section 54-17-908; and

308

(8) any other requirements determined by the commission necessary to protect the
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public interest and to implement this part.
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